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pew, a heart full of questions and a world torn in
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Bear-ing the weight of years of regret,
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she listened to the preacher when he stood up and
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said, "If you're somewhere between doubt and be-
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choir: unison

lievin', friend, I have answers for all that you're

ask me who, and I'll tell you it's
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Jesus. Ask me how, and I'll say it's the blood.

Ask me where, and I'll take you to

Calvary. Ask me why, and I'll
Tell you it's love."

It's been years since she found amazing grace.

It's been a long journey, but each battle she's
faced has proven God faithful time and again.
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liev in', God has the answers for all that you're need in'. Ask me who and I'll tell you it's Jesus. Ask me how, and I'll say it's the blood.
Ask me where, and I'll take you to Calvary.

Ask me why, and I'll tell you it's Love that held Him
to the cross. It's Love that came to
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save the lost.
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Ask me who, and I'll tell you it's Jesus.
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Ask me how, and I'll say it's the blood._

Ask me where, and I'll take you to Cal va -

Ask me why, and I'll tell you